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Interviewed 40 (to date) of the world’s best companies:
sustainability needs today -- and 3-5 years from now (partial list below)
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Interviewed across levels and functions
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Title level:
• 30% Senior Execs (VP and above)
• 35% Directors
• 35% Managers

Function within company:
• 55% EHS/Sustainability
• 30% Revenue Generators
• 7% Supply Chain
• 8% Other, e.g., Regulatory Affairs, Legal, HR, Comms



Where Is the Puck Going?
Voice of the Customer



Key needs: Chief Sustainability Officer 2.0™ and supply chain



CSO 2.0™ = how to engage, develop strategy/measure performance,
and generally make things happen in large, complex businesses



Supply chain = how to infuse sustainability accomplishments (e.g., GHG,
LCA, water) into product design, marketing, and core business decisions



How to Create Sustainability Business Value?
STRATEGIC ROADMAP
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The C-suite is responsible for “numbers”

-- Interest
& Taxes

-- Cost

P&L ($)

Revenue

= Net
Income

Source: Glassman analysis

P&L /
sustainability

translation
needed!

Notes:
• The “P&L” = “profit and loss” statement = “income” statement
• “Net income” = “profit after interest and taxes” (commonly referred to as “profit”) =

“The Bottom Line”
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All sustainability initiatives impact “numbers” – which,
generally speaking, is an opportunity

lower debt cost

tax breaks

How Increase Net Income ?
(= “The Bottom Line” = profit after interest & tax

= earnings after interest & tax)

-- Interest
& Taxes

lower cost of making and selling products

lower staff costs

increase productivity and efficiency

admin, e.g., facilities, IT, HR, sustainability

-- Cost

P&L ($)

raise price

attract new customers

increase share of wallet

innovate – sell more products

Revenue

= Net
Income

Source: Glassman analysis

Interest
& Taxes

Cost

P&L ($)

Sales

Net
Income

Net
Income

P&L
sustainability

translation
fundamentals

in place!



The Chief Sustainability Officer 2.0™ uses sustainability to deliver financial
and strategic returns that matter to the business -- and benefit society
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Chief Sustainability Officer 2.0™
• Uses sustainability to accelerate financial and strategic returns
• Translates sustainability into meaningful numbers
• Earns C-suite support
• Engages millennials, customers, and employees
• Has the business and organizational know how to deliver

results
• Inserts sustainability into all aspects of the business, e.g.,:

marketing/communications, product design, packaging,
logistics, vendor management, procurement, and core strategic
decisions

• Infuses sustainability into culture
• Communicates/engages/storytells internally and externally
• Has executive presence



Thank You

Diana Glassman
dg@integrationstrategy.com

+1 917 837 2316


